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The last time I sepke here. Ispeke about Archaeology. I'm going to speak further

about Archaeology this morning. I think it is good that we as Christians know something

of th.ckaage that has come about in the last century in relation to the leaders in

this field. 100 yrs. age it was held in just about all universities ano all theological

seminaries that the Bible was Sod's ord and free from error. This *5 was the general

attitude of people everywhere. It is interesting to read how about lO yrs. ago when

das. Darwin 1.$ found that he did not like medicine and it was suggested that he

therefore go into the ministry, Darwin said. I want to be sure that I can accept the

doctrines of the church. e said, Give a. time to think about it. said. I have
question

grave doubts about the deity of Christ, but he said, Of course Ihave no doubts that

the Bible is entirely tmx true, and free free error. Now of course that was a very

illogical attitude to take because the ml. very clearly teaches tuts the deity

of Christ But it does reflect the attitude that was so widespread. So a century

and a half ago when we began t" find material from ancient tines that threw further

light on Biblical life and situations. the attitude of these who found it was ia..d

lately to see a relation to tk tblo or a corroboration for the Bible. And almost

anything tk.ywould find they would says Leek here how this fits with the Bible. Leek

how this proves the Bible. And of course many things they did find did fit but they

said this ha about It things that had little to do with any Biblical statements (b.ing)+

carried away by the excess of their enthusaise. Now today - or perhaps I should not

say today -- I should say during the years prior to 1915 or 20 things swung equally

far in the opposite direction. So that most of year professors of archaeology .f the

I-- leer Eastern countries about 1920 weremen who believed that the Bible was to

be accepted wh oreever you had absolute proof that it was true and to be greatly

doubted in almost any other place. So their attitude was to be extremely- skeptical.

And to hold up in derision statements of 0 years before that took the matters that had
said

nothing to do with the Bible and say. Look at the wonderful proof that the Bible is true.
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